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Secure your place at medical school

with personalised support from our expert tutors!
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How it all works
in 60 seconds...
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What is Medic Mind?

We're an award-winning company of doctors and students who help with university applications. 
We've helped over 10,000 students with their GCSEs, A-levels, UCAT, GAMSAT, Interview and more!


Get started



Why we created Medic Mind

Getting into medical or dental school is tough; we know, we've done it ourselves. This is especially true if you are the first person applying from your family or school. 
 That's why we set up Medic Mind to help you navigate every hurdle - UCAT, GAMSAT, Interviews and medical application. 

Get started
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200,000

HOURS TAUGHT
Since 2017, we've taught over 200,000 hours across the globe from UK, Australia, Singapore and more

Get started
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92%

UNIVERSITY SUCCESS RATE
Our record speaks for itself - of every 100 applicants at least 92 receive an offer at medical school

Get started
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2810

AVERAGE UCAT SCORE
Our average UCAT score has been in the 85th percentile and higher for two years in a row.

Get started








How can we help?

We have a fantastic range of award-winning courses. 
Need 1-1 online tutoring for your UCAT, or an Live Interview Classroom day? 
 Would you like a personalised university consultation, or to join one of our MMI Interview Circuit days? 
Talk to our friendly and expert team, who will be able to guide you to the support you need for your university application.



Our Courses




UCAT




1-to-1 Tutoring
Online course


	UCAT Online Course 
	Personalised 1-to-1 Lessons
	Expert UCAT Tutors
	Average UCAT Score = 2810
	Online Classroom 
	90th Percentile UCAT Mentors


Learn more 


	100 UCAT Video Tutorials
	5 UCAT Revision Guides
	Online UCAT Question Banks
	Live UCAT Test Walkthroughs
	Q&A with UCAT Experts
	One Year Access


Learn more 






GAMSAT




1-to-1 Tutoring
Online course


	GAMSAT Question Bank 
	Personalised 1-to-1 Lessons
	Expert GAMSAT Tutor
	Top Decile GAMSAT Average
	Online Classroom
	University Mentors


Learn more 


	GAMSAT Weekly Classes
	GAMSAT Revision Guide
	Online GAMSAT Question Banks
	GAMSAT Past Paper Solutions
	Q&A with GAMSAT Experts
	GAMSAT e-book


Learn more 






Interview




1-to-1 Tutoring
Online course


	Interview Online Course
	Personal 1-to-1 Coach
	Insider University Information
	150 University Specific MMI
	92% Success Rate
	Online Classroom


Learn more 


	120 Interview Tutorials
	8 Interview Books
	70 MMI Stations
	Live MMI Station Analysis
	University Specific Videos
	One Year Access


Learn more 
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Dentist Mind
UCAT + Interview preparation

Learn more 
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 Study Mind
A-level, GCSEs and more

Learn more 
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Start your
Medic Mind Journey




I agree to the Terms of Use and Privacy Policy












Get into medicine.
Start your journey now.


Book your Medic Mind Consultation



 















Full Name




Phone Number






I agree to the Terms of Use and Privacy Policy
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What makes us special?
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Award-Winning

Award-winning tutorials for UCAT, GAMSAT, Interviews, GCSEs and A-levels.
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Expert Tutors

Our tutors are handpicked by us and have experience in helping students to succeed.
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Online Classrooms

Let from where and when you want with our convenient online classrooms. 
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or

Call Us [image: phone]
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Proven Success

Our trackers and regular feedback help you to know how you are progressing and where to focus next.
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The Extra Mile

You receive a personal WhatsApp group to connect with your tutor in minutes.
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Widening Participation

We work with the NHS & charities to reduce inequality via our bursary scheme
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Start your
Medic Mind Journey




I agree to the Terms of Use and Privacy Policy
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Hear Bobbyâ€™s Story...


[image: alt][image: Hear Bobbyâ€™s Story...] Watch video

Watch Bobby's story from Medic Mind Student to Mentor
I had a very supportive journey with Medic Mind as a graduate entry applicant - I can't thank them enough!
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Watch Anusha's story from Medic Mind Student to Mentor
Without Medic Mind's support with Julia's Interview Tutoring, I wouldn't have got my offer at Swansea.




[image: alt][image: Hear Wanaida's Story] Watch video

Watch Wanaida's experience with our Full Application Tutoring
Medic Mind genuinely helped me so much, I would recommend it to anyone applying for medicine!
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Watch Anish's story on how he secured 4 Offers
Medic Mind really helped improve my confidence and gave me very honest feedback and helped me get 4 offers at medical school
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Watch how we helped Daniel with his UCAT & Interview
I was really struggling finding the right resources and the private tuition with Medic Mind was crucial in getting me into dental school
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Schools weâ€™ve partnered with..
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Stay on top of your timeline

Applying for Medicine or Dentistry can be tough! Courses are super competitive, there's only one shot at your exams and interviews and everyone is scoring high marks. Don't take a chance on your application, and let the experts at Medic Mind help you to do your best!
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Which courses are you interested in?



 





























Full name




Mobile number






I agree to the Terms of Use and Privacy Policy



Next












â€œHow I scored 900
in the UCATâ€�
Our founder, Kunal, gives an insight into
how he scored 900 in the UCAT exam.blog
Free MMI 
 Interview Mocks 
Practice realistic MMI stations with examiner cards and detailed mark schemes.resources
 
Itâ€™s not just medicine we help with...

The road to a great university application starts with a great foundation. With our sister site, Study Mind, you can prepare for success with expert tuition and guidance for the 11+, GCSEs, A Levels and IB courses. Great knowledge and scores at these stages will be the backbone to a great university application later on.




Fancy being a lawyer? Law Mind will help you ace the university application to law school with LNAT tuition and interview preparation.




Want to be a dentist? Dentist Mind will help you get onto the course of your dreams with exam preparation, and interview help.




Thinking of being a vet? Vet Mind offers great exam and application support so you can achieve your dream.




Got your sights set on Oxford or Cambridge? We offer a specialist Oxbridge application support service, so you can learn the tricks to get your into the world's top universities. Talk to us today about specialist preparation for ENGAA, PAT, MAT, HAT and other entrance exams.
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Still got questions?
Donâ€™t worry, weâ€™ve got
you covered.
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â�° How long has Medic Mind been running?


Medic Mind first launched in July 2017 with a small team of 5 tutors and 30 1-1 Tutoring Clients. Since then it has rapidly grown to a team of 100+ Tutors and over 500+ 1-1 students a Year! 
In this time, the company has overseen the development of sister courses such as Dentist Mind, Study Mind, Law Mind, with exciting prospects like Vet Mind and others to come in the future!






ðŸŒ� Do you support International students as well?


Yes absolutely! A large portion (~35%) of our students are international applicants from countries such as UAE, Singapore, India, Australia and more. Whatever time zone you're in, you'll be covered!






ðŸ’· Do you offer any bursaries?


We believe strongly in widening participation. If you believe you qualify for a bursary, just drop us a message on our live chat!






â�³ How many hours of tutoring do I actually need?


There is no obligation to do a certain scheme. You can pick the package that best suits your needs, budget and availability. 
 That said, we do recommend that a minimum of around 20 hours (which is over 90% of what our students do anyway) will give you and the tutor enough time to cover all the basic theory of the exams and the topics involved. Our most popular package, which is the 40 hour one, will allow you time to learn and practice. You can even use remaining hours for other parts of your application, such as Interview prep.
 But don't let the perfect be the enemy of the good! Even 5 hours can be enough to give you a last minute boost and increase your confidence. If you want help deciding on what package to go for, give us a call and we can give some advice.






â„¹ï¸� Is it important to get application help?


University applications for competitive subjects can be tricky, especially when deadlines are very strict and there are not as many places as applications. Getting help with your application means you know you are getting it right first time and you can feel supported to focus on the important stuff (like your exams!).






ðŸ‘©ðŸ�»â€�ðŸ�« How does Medic Mind hire tutors?


Our tutors are student tutors, who have been through the whole process themselves and have achieved top scores. We handpick them from scores of applications and offer regular feedback to ensure high quality teaching.






ðŸ“— What materials do you use?


We have our own materials writers, who create materials based on past papers, knowledge of typical exam questions and content and an understanding of exam format. This means we always have lots of new content to help you revise, and you will never need to repeat a question.












Didnâ€™t find the answer youâ€™re looking for?
Feel free to contact us directly
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Get in touch today and start your journey
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Cookies on Medic Mind










To provide the best experiences, we use technologies like cookies to store and/or access device information. Consenting to these technologies will allow us to process data such as browsing behaviour or unique IDs on this site. Not consenting or withdrawing consent, may adversely affect certain features and functions.






Functional



Functional

Always active 






The technical storage or access is strictly necessary for the legitimate purpose of enabling the use of a specific service explicitly requested by the subscriber or user, or for the sole purpose of carrying out the transmission of a communication over an electronic communications network.






Preferences


Preferences







The technical storage or access is necessary for the legitimate purpose of storing preferences that are not requested by the subscriber or user.






Statistics


Statistics







The technical storage or access that is used exclusively for statistical purposes.
The technical storage or access that is used exclusively for anonymous statistical purposes. Without a subpoena, voluntary compliance on the part of your Internet Service Provider, or additional records from a third party, information stored or retrieved for this purpose alone cannot usually be used to identify you.
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Marketing







The technical storage or access is required to create user profiles to send advertising, or to track the user on a website or across several websites for similar marketing purposes.
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If youâ€™d prefer you call us instead, call 02033059593 - weâ€™re available 24/7
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Download Free UCAT TextbookThe link to download the textbook will be sent to your email
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What are you looking for? ?

Self-Study MaterialsTutoring Booking System 






































Let's get acquainted ?
 What is your name?
 

Next





Nice to meet you, {{name}}!
What is your preferred e-mail address?
 

Next





Nice to meet you, {{name}}!
What is your preferred phone number?
What is your preferred phone number?
 

Next





Just to check, what are you interested in?
 
1-1 Tutoring
Online Course
Bursaries/Resources
Other







When should we call you?
 
Another Day


Skip the Call





What time works best for you? (UK Time)
 
8am-2pm
2pm-10pm




10:00-10:30
10:30-11:00
11:00-11:30
11:30-12:00
12:00-12:30
12:30-13:00



15:00-15:30
15:30-16:00
16:00-16:30
16:30-17:00
17:00-17:30
17:30-18:00
18:00-18:30
18:30-19:00
19:00-19:30
19:30-20:00







How many hours of 1-1 tutoring are you looking for?
 
0-5
10
20-30
40+





My WhatsApp number is...
 
Same as the one I entered
Different to the one I entered

Next





For our safeguarding policy, please confirm...

For our safeguarding policy, please confirm...
 
I am under 18
I am over 18
Please provide the mobile number of a guardian/parent


Submit








Which online course are you interested in?
 
Next



What is your query?
 
Submit






You can apply for a bursary by clicking this link
 https://www.medicmind.co.uk/medic-mind-foundation/







Sure, what is your query?
 
Submit




Loading...

Thank you for your response.
We will aim to get back to you within 12-24 hours.


Lock in a 2 Hour 1-1 Tutoring Lesson Now

If you're ready and keen to get started click the button below to book your first 2 hour 1-1 tutoring lesson with us. Connect with a tutor from a university of your choice in minutes. (Use FAST5 to get 5% Off!)

Buy Now for Â£70








 







































